SOLATI LIMOUSINE
Specifications

Unit : mm

Classification

Equipments

SOLATI LIMOUSINE

Classification

Contents

Classification

Contents

Door Type

Front / Mid

TV

32-inch

Hangers

2

Seating

11 persons

Smart Glass

Up/Down, Clear/Tinted

Storage Boxes

4

AMP / Speakers

Herman/Infinity

Lighting

Indirect LED

Model

Gross Vehicle Weight (G.V.W)

kg

4,050

Overall Length

6,195

Overall Width (without mirrors)

2,436 (2,038)

Cupholders

5

Reading Lights

5

Overall Height (without ventilation)

2,777 (2,665)

Wireless
Recharging

3

Curtains

Pleated

USB Ports

6

Auto-door

Built-in

220V Outlets

2

Retractable
Tables

3

Umbrella
Storage

2

Flooring

Teakwood

Wheelbase
Wheel Tread
Minimum Turning Radius
Fuel Tank Capacity

3,670
Front/Rear

1,712 / 1,718

m

6.3

liter

75

Dimension

Unit : mm

2,777

2,436

6,195

32-inch LED Monitor _ The 32-inch LED monitor is flush-mounted into the main partition and is operated by the integrated touch-screen controller.
It is connected to a four-channel high-power amplifier and six speakers to deliver a sight and sound experience of the highest quality.

Solati Limousine, the Ultimate in Executive Class Travel
Premium VIP Seats _

The elegant and luxurious Solati provides a whole new dimension in business travel.
Inspired by a human-centered design philosophy and built to the highest standards,
Solati Limousine represents the ultimate in luxury.
The cabin features a soothing beige monotone color scheme and is appointed with the finest
materials including leather seats upholstered with the highest-grade Napa hides, teak wood
flooring and a state-of-the-art IT system to ensure maximum productivity while en route.

VIP seating features futuristic
contours and premium Napa leather
upholstery plus heating, ventilation
and power adjustment for total
comfort.

Hidden Tables _ Concealed into the side wall,
the retractable tables move into working position at the
touch of a finger to add convenience and practicality.

Integrated Controller _ The integrated controller

built into the armrest provides touch-screen operation for
video and music playback, smart glass and climate control
system.

Smart Glass _ The partition dividing the cabin and
driver area features smart glass technology that permits
transparency level adjustment and remote opening/closing
with the integrated controller.

Pleated Curtains _ Easily adjusted, the pleated curtains

provide privacy and protection from unwanted sunlight when
needed.

